a framework for understanding resumption strategies and suggest how task resumption might be better supported in future development tools.
The paper entitled ''Automatically Identifying Changes that Impact Code-to-Design Traceability during Evolution'' by Maen Hammad, Michael Collard, and Jonathan Maletic presents an approach to automatically determine whether a given source code change impacts the design (i.e., UML class diagram) of the system using lightweight analysis and syntactic differencing of the source code changes. This allows code-to-design traceability to be consistently maintained as the source code evolves. The tool implementing the approach is evaluated and compared against manual inspection by human experts. The authors' study shows that the tool performs better than manual inspection. Moreover, the study shows that most of the code changes do not impact the design. If changes do impact the design, they are generally larger in terms of number of changed files and lines of code. The results also reveal that most bug fixes do not impact design.
The paper entitled ''Empirical Studies on Programming Language Stimuli'' by Andreas Stefik and Ed Gellenbeck presents Sodbeans, an integrated development environment designed to output carefully chosen spoken auditory cues to supplement empirically evaluated visual stimuli. Originally designed for the blind, earlier work suggested that Sodbeans may benefit sighted programmers as well. The authors evaluate Sodbeans in two studies. In the first experiment, they compare a visual debugger, an auditory debugger, and a multimedia debugger, which includes both visual and auditory stimuli. The results indicate that while auditory debuggers on their own are significantly less effective for sighted users when compared with visual and multimedia debuggers, multimedia debuggers might benefit sighted programmers under certain circumstances. In the second pilot survey, the authors analyze individual elements in a custom programming language to garner empirical metrics on their comprehensibility. Results showed that some of the most widely used syntax and semantics choices in commercial programming languages are extraordinarily unintuitive for novices.
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